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Modifying the “universal” pressure profile 

Self-similar evolution with steep pressure profile 

Departure from self-similar redshift evolution 

Left: Predictions for the tSZ power spectrum: 
red-solid line from the A10 pressure profile, 
and blue-dashed line from a modified version 
with outer slope 𝛽=6.35. The shaded grey 
region represent  the 1σ constraints from the 
SPT. The black data points are the Planck’s 
marginalized bandpowers. 

» The non-self similar evolution term can be 
translated into an evolving gas-mass fraction 
(right): 
 

» We can plug the fgas dependence in commonly 
used scaling relations, for example the LX-T 
scaling relation: 

This change maintains the shape and amplitude at 
low z, but not at higher z. 
 

Left: Predictions for the tSZ power spectrum at 
150 GHz. The red solid line is the tSZ power 
spectrum given by the A10 pressure profile. By 
changing its z evolution we obtain compatible 
results with SPT (blue dashed line).  

Future constraints from CCAT 
» CCAT will be a 25-meter submillimeter telescope. 
» Operations expected to begin 2017. 
» 9-band submm/mm-surveys with high resolution (10" at 1 mm).  
» Tight constraints on the tSZ and kSZ power spectrum. 

» Factor 7-8 better errors than current SPT. 
 

» CCAT can put very precise limits on the 
non self-similar evolution and the shape 
parameters for P(r), to break the 
corresponding parameter degeneracies. 
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Abstract: We use the thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (tSZ) power spectrum to investigate the gas distribution inside galaxy groups and clusters out to the redshift of their formation.  
Using  South  Pole  Telescope (SPT) measurements we  model the impact of  non-standard scenarios  like a redshift dependent  gas-mass fraction, and construct X-ray scaling relations 
from our results. Finally, we use simulated bandpowers for the future CCAT SZ experiment to show how its improved sensitivity and angular resolution can break parameter 
degeneracies to simultaneously constrain the shape and evolution of the gas distribution with high accuracy. 

Predicting the thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich power spectrum 
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Cosmology Astrophysics 

» Requirement: thermal pressure profile model for galaxy groups and clusters of any mass 
at any redshift. 
 

‘Universal’ electron pressure profile (Arnaud et al. 2010, A10) 

Observations give tSZ 
constraints significantly 
lower than predicted: 

SPT constraints 

A10 profile integration 

» The thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (tSZ) effect is produced by the inverse Compton 
scattering of the CMB photons by the hot intracluster medium (ICM). 
 

» At angular scales of a few arcminutes the tSZ signal coming from unresolved galaxy 
groups and clusters appears as a power excess over the primary CMB temperature 
anisotropy power spectrum. 

Komatsu & Kitayama 1999 

What contributes to the tSZ power? 

3. Infrared galaxies: 

a. Clustered 

b. Poisson 

4. Radio galaxies 

The microwave sky: SPT measurements 

GHz GHz GHz 

» At l > 2500 the microwave sky is composed of: 
 

 

1. Lensed CMB  

2. Thermal SZ signal 

SPT, Reichardt et al. 2012 
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» It is possible to obtain the tSZ contribution from the CMB power spectrum by performing 
multi-frequency observations: 

» Method: parameter estimation from the SPT measured bandpowers using a MCMC 
method, keeping cosmology fixed. 

Conclusions 

» Low  mass  (M < 2×1014 h−1 M⊙)  and  high-redshift  (z > 0.6) objects make a large 
contribution to the tSZ signal at multipole values of l ∼ 3000. 
 

» By  truncating  the  integration  at  r500  about  85%  of  the  total  tSZ  power  is  recovered  
at  l = 3000.  
 

» Outskirts of galaxy clusters play an important role at  small  l.  The  tSZ  power  increases  
by  ∼50%  at  l = 500 when integrating up to 2r500.  

» We modified the analytical GNFW pressure profile in groups and clusters to remove the discrepancy between the theoretical predictions of the tSZ power and its SPT measured 
values. We also examined the corresponding changes in the cluster scaling relations (like the LX-T relation). 

» We find that simple modifications like an evolving fgas in clusters or a steeper P(r) outer slope leads to some tension with the current X-ray and SZ data or with simulations. 
Modifying multiple parameters leads to strong parameter degeneracies.  

» With future SZ survey experiments like the CCAT or SPT-3G, the constraints on model parameters will improve by almost an order of magnitude. This will break the current 
parameter degeneracies, and for example will allow to measure the pressure profile shape and redshift evolution simultaneously with high accuracy. 
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Right: 1D likelihood curves for 𝛽 -outer 
slope parameter. The red solid line shows 
the constraints from  Planck, the blue 
dashed line from Bolocam, and the green-
filled curve is our best fit constraint on 𝛽. 

» Goal: find a set of suitable parameters for the pressure profile that will remove the 
tension between the analytical model predictions and the SPT data. 

» The A10 pressure profile was constrained from X-ray observations out to radii r∼r500. Its 
extrapolation beyond r500 is based on hydrodynamical simulations. It is worth to explore 
outer pressure slope, 𝛽, as it has the least observational constraints. 
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» The assumption of self-similar evolution means the A10 pressure profile is valid for all 

mass and at all redshift, where the redshift dependence is given by the 𝐸 𝑧 8/3 term. 
We can model an arbitrary departure from this evolution model with a (1 + 𝑧)

𝛼𝑧 term: 


